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1 - omfg
Trebeck: Welcome back to YGO jeopardy, once again I’m going to recommend our viewers watch
something else. Now that’s been said lets take a look at the scores. Bakura is in first place with £0.
Bakura: You’ll rule the day you crossed me, Trebeck!
Trebeck: Fantastic, Ayame is in second place with £-50
Ayame: How you doing there Alex, time for the jeopardy! I love it, your father loves it your mother
watches it every night on the VCR.
Trebeck: OK Thank you for that, and finally Wu is in last place with a £-12,00 dollars
Wu: Hi, who’s this guy is the Scot head and all the colours it’s wonderful, anyway it’s good to be here
Trebeck: OK good luck to all of you in the next round, let take a look at the board and the subjects are:
Potent Potables, The vowels, Presidents who are one the one dollar bill, Famous Titles, Ponies, The
number 10 and Foods that end in ambuger. Wu you are in last place so the board is yours.
Wu: I er…hehehe I er….hehehe, I er hahahaha
Trebeck: Ayame why don’t you pick instead
Ayame: Once again something that could have been brought to my attention YESTERDAY!
Trebeck: Bakura go ahead
Bakura: The day is mine! Alright I’ll take famous tities for 400
Trebeck: That’s famous titles, famous titles
Bakura: DAMN!
Trebeck: And the question is, this movie is taken from the title ‘gone with the wind’
Bakura: Dolly Parton!
Trebeck: That’s famous titles Bakura not tities
Bakura: Not a fan of the ladies are you Trebeck?
Trebeck: Someone else please! Ayame
Ayame: Why are you yelling at me *cries*

Trebeck: You rang in! Wu
Wu: I know this I got it it’s right up here I got it a know it *timer stops*
Trebeck: No you don’t got it
Wu: No you don’t got it! Get it!
Trebeck: Whatever the answer is gone with the wind. Gone with the wind. Alright Bakura the board is
yours so I’ll pick a subject for you. Let’s try the number ten for 200. Every answer is 10 when I stop
talking somebody say 10. And the question is how many finger do you have?
Wu: 5
Trebeck: No
Wu: Ah! Grr! Doh!
Trebeck: Ayame
Ayame: Yeah I went on this boat trip right and this was like ‘come to the back of the boat!’ *timer stops*
Trebeck: Times up. The answer was 10 you have 10 fingers
Bakura: I’ll show you a finger Trebeck!
Trebeck: Wu will you please pick
Wu: Help me Alex, help me help you! Help me help you!
Trebeck: That’s beautiful -_Wu: Alright I’ll take famous tities for 600
Bakura: Well done laddie
Trebeck: Famous titles for 600, and it’s and audio daily double. This song is the theme of a movie.
Listen.
Theme song: Batman! Nanananananana BATMAN!
Wu: Er what is mash?
Trebeck: No, Bakura?
Bakura: What is octopus?

Trebeck: No
Bakura: The one with Jamie Parr
Trebeck: No I know. And it’s time for final jeopardy. The question is where are you right now. It could be
a game show, earth or just here. Right here goes nothing Wu you put ‘Go’ and you wagered ‘for it’ so
go for it? You sure did.
Wu: Haha, hehe, mwhahaha
Trebeck: OK -_- Ayame you put ‘abbie doobie’
Ayame: *speaks baby*
Trebeck: I feel like a want to punch you -_- and Bakura you put.. good lord he put indoors that great are
we recording this? And you wagered ‘I heart boobs’
Bakura: *laughs*
Trebeck: That great -_- well that it for today I’m going home to kill myself
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